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Abstract
Organizations need to constantly make innovations due to the rapid changes in the political, economic,
technological and social areas. In this sense, entrepreneurship is one of the concepts that have become more
valuable in recent times. Since those which cannot manage to change might lose their competitive
advantages and hence organizational effectiveness, the organizations should act as an entrepreneur,
discover and employ the individuals having high entrepreneurial spirit and establish a new organizational
environment to promote intrapreneurship. Today, the intrapreneurship is now essential for both private and
public bodies and agencies. The citizenry who are habituated to the innovative services provided by private
firms expect the same services and modern approaches from public institutions. Therefore, public service
providers should also reveal the entrepreneurial qualifications of their personnel. In this context,
intrapreneurial employees play critical roles in organizational change and development. 175 information
technology managers from various businesses have participated in this research. Data were analysed with
correlation and regression analysis. The results showed that job satisfaction and self-efficacy are quite
effective to explain intrapreneurial behaviours of technology managers.
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1.

Introduction
According to Leibenstein (1968), the entrepreneur is the person who collects all the resources

necessary for production and markets the product to close a gap in the market. An entrepreneur is a person
who sees an opportunity and establishes an organization to evaluate this opportunity. When the concept of
entrepreneurship is addressed, Drucker's (1985) innovative definition of combining richness-generating
capacity and resources comes to the forefront. the definition of the process of creating something new that
will take on the existing financial, psychological, and social risks and will result in personal satisfaction,
wasting the necessary time and effort also draws attention.
The entrepreneurial intent is to create an individual's own business (Krueger & Carsrud, 1993). In
this context, the intention of entrepreneurship, is a mental process that leads the individual to develop and
implement the business plan (Boyd & Vozikis, 1994). Thus, for the concept of entrepreneurial intent to be
understood, it is necessary to put forward what motivating factors are. When the literature on the subject is
examined, three important theories are discussed in describing one's entrepreneurial intent appears to have
been taken.
The fact that both the local and global business world and the business environment are becoming
increasingly competitive and turbulent, has led to entrepreneurship becoming a very important behavior for
established companies. Today, many companies try to find a dynamic balance between the dilemmas of
control and freedom of movement, change and continuity in order to make entrepreneurship widespread
within the organization. If this point cannot be found, it seems very difficult for the company to survive in
a highly competitive environment. In this point intrapreneurial intentions become important in order to
keep safe within the global business area. The intrapreneurial qualities are virtually required to actualize
the innovations and undertake risks focusing on opportunities. The studies performed (Kuratko & Goldsby,
2004) have shown that the highly motivated and successful employers mostly have the intrapreneurial
behaviors. Organizations can encourage and promote the intrapreneurship simply by way of working
laborers having several specific qualifications and enhancing their motivations with the individual
satisfaction.
For this purpose, empirical studies have crucial importance to investigate the effects of the potential
factors including job satisfaction and self-efficacy on organizational intrapreneurship. It is evidently a key
requirement that the staff to exhibit the entrepreneurial actions and take an active role in this process should
be sensitive to themselves and their environment, have some personal characteristics and enjoy his job. In
literature, these two factors are separately examined but studied on together, and there are insufficient
arguments on which factor is more effective to predict intrapreuneurship. The primary purpose of this study
is to discover the effect of both significant variables on intrapreneurship, and the second is to investigate
whether there is any intermediate effect on that causative relationship.
.

2. Literature Review and Theoretical Framework
2.1. Organizational Intrapreneurship
There could be an inference that modern business has been created by entrepreneurs. The
entrepreneurial spirit that has marked the last century has helped several new organizations, products or
services appear. In the beginning of the twentieth century, the entrepreneurial movements in the form of
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independent entrepreneurship continued with intrapreneurs who show the entrepreneurial actions within
the established organizations later on. Currently, intrapreneurship is almost taken as one out of the
prerequisites for organizational continuity.
In literature, there are a number of definitions for entrepreneurship, and at this point the
entrepreneurs can be divided into two groups: entrepreneurial and intrapreneurial ones. In this
categorization, entrepreneurs are described as an outstanding character of taking the plunge and investing
their own venture capital (Esposito, 2006; Hisrich, Peters, & Shepherd, 2005; Luchsinger, & Bagby, 1987)
while intrapreneurs are managers or workers who make efforts to identify a need and create a new solution
to meet it (Maranville, 1992) or organizational elements who question, change or refuse the pre-agreed
thoughts and actions to create any innovations (Diedre, Joe ,& Sadri, 1997; Hewison & Badger, 2006) or
simply entrepreneurs within an established order.
Focused in this study, intrapreneurs can more easily access to resources and use possible
technological opportunities than entrepreneurs. Nevertheless, the current primary challenge is that
intrapreneurs have to stimulate the other individuals within the organization to realize the innovations
(Hisrich et al., 2005).
How can corporations promote and enhance the intrapreuneurship? Many studies suggested that
managerial support, easy access to resources, organizational structure, and motivational incentives have
effects on organizational intrapreuneurship (Hostager Neil, Decker, & Lorentz, 1998). In literature, the
contributing factors to intrapreuneurship are grouped under three main dimensions, individual,
organizational and environmental in particular (Gautam & Verma, 1997). The individual factors may
include need for success, locus of control, creativity, risk-taking, independence or being patient (Naktiyok,
2004) while the organizational ones are listed as income status, job satisfaction, work structure, or
managing style, and social culture, social, or political status are seen as environmental parameters. In this
respect, job satisfaction can be defined as organizational intrapreneurial and self-efficacy as individual
factor (Meydan, 2011).
In the previous studies, it is interesting that there are limited studies on the relationship of
intrapreuneurship with self-efficacy and job satisfaction and the effects of these two variables have not been
well-considered together. Meydan (2011) conducted a study on this issue with junior and minor
administrative officers working in public sector. In order to fill the void in this study, the aim was to
investigate the independent effect of the two variables on intrapreuneurship and which one is more
effective, especially in IT sector in which intrapreuneurship is very common, focusing on them, both
together and alone.

2.2. Job Satisfaction and Intrapreneurial Behaviors
Job satisfaction is one of the most investigated factors in the literature of organizational behavior,
which describes the individual level of job satisfaction. According to Locke, it is “one’s state of satisfaction
or ease based on the assessment of his or her own job or work experience” (1976). Most of the previous
studies have suggested that job satisfaction is influenced from organizational and individual factors and
also affect the characters, attitudes and behaviors of many laborers. Researchers have analyzed the issue of
job satisfaction by way of dividing into sub-factors. Increasing factors of job satisfaction are identified as
success, responsibility, job itself, recognition, specialization, and growth. Job satisfaction is divided into
690
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two categories of type of job and job safety in a workplace, free workers have higher job satisfaction than
salaried ones (Ahmed, Rehman, & Amjad, 2013).
In the analysis of the survey results job satisfaction is likely to have effect on intrapreuneurship due
to other organizational factors. The mode of management, the organizational structure or the individuals’
income level may directly or indirectly affect the job satisfaction level and then the employers’
intrapreneurial behaviors. For instance, Holt et al., (2007) focusing on the linearity of intrapreuneurship
with a variety of factors indicated that the favorable structure for entrepreneurship and the organizational
processes have higher effect on it, rather than individual factors. As an organizational factor, the employers’
job satisfaction could possibly have significant correlation with the intrapreneurial behaviors (Meydan,
2011). To test this inference, the following hypotheses are developed:

Hypothesis-1: Job satisfaction will be positively related to intrapreneurial behaviors.

In some studies, it is revealed that entrepreneurial actions have a good number of organizational and
individual outcomes in the established corporations. In this sense, the most studied effects are obviously
the job satisfaction, organizational commitment, and performances of the laborers, the overall economic
performance of the corporation, and the customer satisfaction (Holt, Rutherford, & Clohessy 2007). In a
study over several public agencies, Holt et al., (2007) designed a model at the core of corporate
entrepreneurship that displays its contextual, procedural and individual antecedents and outcomes. The
research findings note that the personality factors measured in the five-factor model of personality have no
effect on corporate entrepreneurship, whereas the contextual and process variables have significant effects.
Nevertheless, more important is their finding that institutional entrepreneurial activities significantly and
positively correlate with the individuals’ job satisfaction (r=0.33) and commitment (r=0.42) levels.
Focusing on the effects of entrepreneurial self-efficacy on job satisfaction, Corbett and Hmieleski (2005)
noted that there is a positive correlation between both variables (r=0.48). Given these findings, the
following hypothesis is proposed:

Hypothesis-2: Job satisfaction will be positively related to self-efficacy

2.3. Self-efficacy and entrepreneurship
In the ending of 1970s, self-efficacy theory was determined by Bandura based on the social cognitive
theory (Bandura, 1977). We can explain self-efficacy as one’s perception that he or she has abilities and
skills to make the achievements that people expect from him or her, and it is self-belief of possessing the
ability to cope with and manage the challenging and stressful events and situations. Our sense of selfefficacy develops over time as we gain experience and competency in the intellectual, verbal, social, and
physical tasks (Bandura, 1995).
Individual belief constitutes the basis of sense of self-efficacy in one person. People are usually apt
to set about the tasks if they believe to accomplish or avoid them if not. In fact, the harder things to achieve
provide for individuals the grounds on which they can self-develop and gain experience. If one can manage
to perform difficult work, he or she will feel him- or herself more efficacious and build up individually.
Those who have high self-efficacy determine the challenging but reachable goals. They have top level of
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capacities to manage stress and solve the occurring problems. These challenges mean for them opportunity,
and they do believe to achieve these tasks.
In the studies of Bandura (2002) it was observed that despite the extreme uncertainty self-efficacy
is related to the onset and ongoing of work and reduces behavioral rigidity on the way towards the goals or
when facing obstacles. Increased self-efficacy allows for sense of less threat and more increased
opportunity and hence leads to an increased risk-bearing behavior (Hostager , Neil, Decker & Lorentz,
1998).

Hypothesis-3: Self-efficacy will be positively related to intrapreneurship.

The factors of self-efficacy and job satisfaction were analyzed together especially in the studies
performed with teachers in educational sector, whereas both were evaluated together with job stress rather
than organizational intrapreneurship (Klassen & Chiu, 2010). Again in another study, the concepts of selfefficacy and job satisfaction were examined with life satisfaction and burnout syndrome (Telef, 2011). In
the literature of management, it was found in a study that there is a significant and positive correlation
between sense of self-efficacy and job satisfaction (Siu et al., 2005), in another study, it was revealed that
any person, if he or she has high self-efficacy, may have higher level of job satisfaction (Baggerly &
Osborn, 2006). In a study Cetin (2011) investigated the relationship of sense of self-efficacy with the role
of locus of control and the intrapreneurship. Meydan (2011) studied the topic that the employees’ beliefs
of self-efficacy should be increased to raise their job satisfaction, and in this context, the sense of selfefficacy can be more effective to predict intrapreneurship than job satisfaction.
Despite the fact that the contributing factors of self-efficacy and job satisfaction to organizational
intrapreneurship are analyzed separately in literature, there are limited number of the researches in which
the effects of these two factors together and the intermediate effect of self-efficacy are analyzed.
Given these findings, the following hypothesis is proposed:

Hypothesis 4 Self-efficacy will mediate the relation between job satisfaction and intrapreneurship.

3. Research Method
3.1. Sample and Data Collection
175 information technology managers in various businesses have participated in this research. The
ages of participants range from 26 to 59 years old (Avr=34,86, and sd=6,64); the duration of their
employment ranges from 1 to 28 years. 18 % of participants are women and 82% are men.

3.2. Confirmatory Factor Analysis
Confirmatory factor analysis was used to test the validity of the scales used in the questionnaire.
One-factor, five-factor, second-level one-factor and unrelated models to check the validity of
Intrapreneurial Scale (IS); one-dimensional models were tested to evaluate job satisfaction and self-efficacy
scales. As can be seen from the confirmatory factor analysis findings presented in Table-1, the five-factor
model of IS gives better index values than the other models; whereas the one-factor structures of job
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satisfaction and self-efficacy scales are valid. So, it has been adopted to use IS as a three-dimensional work.
Results show that all items yield significant contribution to latent variable. Confirmatory factor analysis
test results are shown on Table 1.

Table 01. Confirmatory Factor Analysis
∆χ²

df

∆χ²/df

RMSEA

CFI

GFI

AGFI

One-factor model

715,485

209

3,42

0,10

0,74

0,74

0,69

Five-factor model

444,895*

194

2,29

0,07

0,89

0,86

0,80

second-level one-factor

498,916*

203

2,45

0,08

0,85

0,82

0,78

unrelated model

1146,523

209

5,98

0,14

0,53

0,64

0,56

job satisfaction

18,027*

5

3,60

0,06

0,97

0,96

0,89

self-efficacy

106.04*

44

2.41

0.07

0.92

0.78

0.91

Scale / Model
Intrapreneurial Scale

NOTE: RMSEA = Root Mean Square Error of Approximation; CFI = Comparative Fit Index; RFI = Relative Fit Index; IFI =
Incremental Fit Index; GFI = Goodness of Fit Index
*p<.001.

4. Findings
Correlations between dimensions were searched to reveal the relationship between the scales. Selfefficacy was found to be significantly and positively correlated with) innovation (r = .43, p <0.01),
proactiveness (r = .39, p <0.01), risk taking (r=.41, p <0.01), autonomy (r=.20, p <0.01) and individual
networks (r = .34, p <0.01). Job satisfaction was found to be significantly and positively correlated with
innovation (r = .24, p <0.01), individual networks (r = .17, p <0.1) and self-efficacy (r = .35, p <0.01).
Besides, it is seen that the dimensions of internal entrepreneurship are also in a meaningful and positive
relationship among themselves. Correlation of the scores obtained from the subscales with each other is
shown in Table-2

Table 02. Means, Standard Deviations, Reliability Scores and Correlations
Factor

Mean.

S.D.

1

2

3

4

5

6

1. innovation

4,20

0,50

(.89)

2. proactiveness

2,76

0,56

0,40**

(.86)

3. risk taking

3,04

0,51

0,47**

0,60**

(.79)

4. Autonomy

2,67

0,52

0,09

0,47**

0,41**

(.74)

5. individual
networks
6. self-efficacy

3,81

0,64

0,58**

0,46**

0,52**

0,20**

(.78)

3,96

0,48

0,43**

0,39**

0,41**

0,20**

0,34**

(.89)

7. job satisfaction

3,91

0,71

0,24**

0,03

0,13

0,01

0,17*

0,35**

7

(.81)

Cronbach alpha reliability coefficients are given in parentheses.** p<0.01; N=(175)
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As mentioned earlier, the second objective of the research was to find out which of the internal
entrepreneurial behaviors were more effective when both job satisfaction and self-efficacy were considered
together. Hierarchical regression analysis was conducted for this purpose (Table-3). In the regression
analysis variables such as age, gender and study duration were entered and controlled in the first step,
followed by the effects of job satisfaction and self-efficacy.

Table 03. Regression Analyses Results

Step 1
study period
Age
Sex
F
ΔR²
Step 2
study period
age
sex
job satisfaction
F
ΔR²

Innovation
Β

Proactiveness
β

risk taking
β

Autonomy
β

individual networks
Β

.07
-.01
-.08
0,807
.01
.10
.08
-.04
-.08
.23**
3,120**
.10

.20
-.16
-.22*
3,781*
.06
.06
.20
-.17
-.22*
.03
2,862*
.06

.09
-.01
-.21*
3,181*
.05
.09
.09
-.03
-.21*
.13*
3,075*
.09

.08
-.13
-.18
2,072
.03
.03
.08
-.13
-.18
.01
1,546
.03

-.01
.03
-.15
1,448
.02
.09
-.01
.01
-.14
.16*
2,272*
.09

As seen in Table 3, the model appears as a predictor of proactiveness and risk taking of gender
variation from the age, sex and study period entered in the first step; but when job satisfaction and selfefficacy are entered in the second step, neither of them has any significant predictive power. In the second
stage, job satisfaction, innovativeness (β = .23, p <.001; F = 3,120; ΔR² = .10; p <.001) was the most
significant predictor of job satisfaction, p <.01, F = 3,075; ΔR² = .09; p <.01) and individual networks (β =
.16, p <.001, F = 2,272, ΔR² = .09; p <.001).
Baron and Kenny (1986) stated that to have a mediational affect there should be three requisites.
First the independent variable should affect the mediating variable; second the independent variable should
affect the dependent variable; third after the mediating variable in the model, the regression coefficient of
the independent variable should have decreased and the mediating variable should have a relationship with
dependent variable. In order to find the meditational affect three-step procedure executed. The mediation
test analyses are shown in Table-4.
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Table 04. Mediational Analysis Regression Results

Step 1
study period
Age
Sex
job
satsatisfaction
F

self-efficacy
β
ΔR²
.14
-.04
-.04
-.06
.36***

innovation
Β
ΔR²
.10
.08
-.04
-.08
.23**

6,733***

3,120**

proactiveness
β
ΔR²
.06
.20
-.17
-.22*
.03

2,862*
.21

risk taking
β
ΔR²
.09
.09
-.03
-.21*
.13*

autonomy
β
ΔR²
.03
.08
-.13
-.18
.01

individual
networks
β
ΔR²
.09
-.01
.01
-.14
.16*

3,075*

1,546

2,272*

.22

Step 2
study period
Age
Sex
job
satisfaction

.10
-.02
-.05
.08

.21*
-.15
.19*
-.12

self-efficacy
F

.40***
8,963***

.43***
9,800***

.21
.11
-.01
-.18*
-.02

.41***
9,232***

.08
.09
-.12
-.16
-.07

.22*
2,883*

.14
.01
.02
-.12
.04

.31***
5,336***

In step-3 after including self-efficacy as a mediator the result showed that there is significance
relationship between self-efficacy and Intrapreneurial behaviors. Thus we finding showed that self-efficacy
had a mediator affect in terms of Intrapreneurial behaviors.

5. Conclusion and Discussions
When examining the average points of self-efficacy and job satisfaction in the respondents of the
survey, they are above the average in both dimensions; which means that they are seeing themselves as
highly innovative and risk-bearer and can concentrate on opportunities better than the equal though they
are more reluctant than other intrapreneurial behaviors. However, the very high standard deviations indicate
that very high that the respondents are showing a big change in job satisfaction. In this case, the employees
have trouble in job satisfaction and not much agree on the organizational environment.
When analyzing the results of intra-variable correlation, it is seen that there are high correlation
between the innovativeness and risk-bearing out of organizational intrapreneurship dimensions, and
however differently from common expectation, the correlation is low between concentration on
opportunities and risk bearing. Whereas, in many studies these factors are considered very interrelated (e.g.
Hisrich et al., 2005; Hitt et al, 2005); furthermore, in some (Tokat, 2007), these two factors are examined
as one single factor. So then, the survey results reveal the distinction of the both dimensions.
Moreover, it is observed that self-efficacy has significant and positive correlation with all the three
intrapreneurial behavior dimensions, and however job satisfaction correlates only with concentration on
opportunities. In this context, the higher the people’s self-efficacy levels are, the more they can exhibit
intrapreneurial behaviors; their increased job satisfaction simply helps them concentrate on more
opportunities. As a result, in the light of correlational findings, Hypothesis 1 is partly supported and
however Hypothesis 2 is fully supported.
To test whether job satisfaction or self-efficacy is more effective in the predictability of
intrapreneurship, hierarchical regression analysis was made. At the first step, the variables of age and
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employment duration were included in the model and so kept under control for the second step. At this
point, the finding is noted that employment duration is effective in predicting innovativeness and
concentration on opportunities and as the duration of work in the organization is getting higher the
intrapreneurial behaviors of the laborers increase. The potential causes of this result might be why one can
feel higher self-confidence or in process have more commitment to the organization, followed by his or her
interaction with other workers in time. Therefore, in further researches organizational trust and
organizational commitment should be measured as well as employment duration and self-efficacy, and
which one is more effective or whether any of the variables have intermediate effect on possible
relationships should be investigated so as to better understand the concept of intrapreneurship.
The regression analysis results at the second step affirm that employment duration loses its effect
when self-efficacy and job satisfaction is included in the model. Furthermore, self-efficacy can explain all
the three dimensions of organizational intrapreneurship while job satisfaction can make no significant
explanatory contribution to any intrapreneurial behavior when the dimension of self-efficacy is present.
Accordingly, the employees’ intrapreneurial behaviors can be said to be more under the impact of
individual factors than organizational ones. These findings fully support Hypothesis 3.
This result reached differs from the observations of Holt et al. (2007) reporting that organizational
factors were more effective on intrapreneurship than individual ones. The reason can be the difference of
organizational and individual factors in the model. Holt et al. had five-factor personality for individual
factors and focused on several different factors for organizational ones in their study. However, five-factor
personality is limited to evaluate only one characteristic of an individual. In this sense, it can be more
suitable that those called “selfhood” factors, including self-esteem, self-efficacy, locus of control, and
emotional stability (Erez & Judge, 2001; Judge et al., 1998, 1999, & 2002) in particular should be
considered. Thus, the inclusion of one out of selfhood factors as individual ones in this study may cause
the distinct conclusions from the findings made by Holt et al. That’s why, in future studies, it can be useful
to focus on the effects of other senses of self on intrapreneurship.
Today, organizational intrapreneurship is now a key determinant of increasing the organizational
success, whether it is a private or public corporation. In this sense, the employees having intrapreneurial
qualifications play a critical role in organizational change and development. In this study, the behavioral
perceptions of innovativeness, risk-bearing and concentration on opportunities that the managers joining
the survey have in the context of organizational intrapreneurship, were measured and how their job
satisfaction and self-efficacy affect these entrepreneurial actions was evaluated. The findings obtained are
that the respondents are willing to exhibit intrapreneurial behaviors and their job satisfaction and selfefficacy is effective to take such entrepreneurial actions.
In the light of the observations got, the managers responding to the questionnaire can be implied to
be eager and self confident to make adaptation to changes occurring in their operational areas and even
make changes through innovations. When being independent on their actions, these administrators can
reasonably undertake the necessary risks and produce creative and innovative solutions to these issues in
the cases that the current processes remain insufficient in solving the organizational problems. When
considering that such initiative actions are desired by organizations, it is obviously essential that an
organizational climate should be established to allow for the employees to exhibit more intrapreneurial
behaviors, and the personnel with high self-efficacy should be employed.
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At this point, one of the critical issues to evaluate the results is doubtlessly the characteristics of
Turkish culture of public administration which the respondent managers have part in. For example, in the
study on that Turkish public culture, Özen (1996) stated that the administrative values in bureaucracy are
shaped by the dimensions of authoritarianism, self-centeredness, engagement and pragmatism. Although
Turkish public administrative culture is not the focal point of this study, it is a fact that the sampling selected
for the survey constitutes a significant context. With this, the features of organizational environmental valid
for Turkish civil servants including promotion and performance evaluation, salary and reward system,
nepotism, political corruption, etc. should be considered in assessing the study results in order to have a
solid grasp of the subject. Within this context, that administrative culture and work environment in public
sector can account for the relatively low correlation of job satisfaction with the dimensions of
intrapreuneurship. Therefore, similar researches to be conducted in private corporations will be able to
provide much more valid and reliable conclusions to reach. In this sense, there is a significant limitation
in the generalization of the obtained results. Accordingly, further studies are necessary to enlarge and
differentiate the sampling group.
Another constraint is using the cross-sectional data in the research design. In the data collection,
only individuals’ perceptions were measured but observational data were not used. Thus, it should be taken
into consideration that social desirability effect can be active on the data got, and particularly the
observational studies should be designed to measure intrapreneurial behaviors. In this context, the longterm researches in future to evaluate the employees’ intrapreneurial actions with observations (e.g. the
number of novel ideas produced per year, the quantity of process adjustment proposals, etc.) can be helpful
to recognize and interpret the issue differently.
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